
On top of the world

1. Complete the idioms with ONE WORD only (the SAME one in each expression ) and
then compare with your classmates to see who came out on top ;)

★ At the ___ of one’s agenda
★ At the ___ of one’s game
★ In ___ form
★ O� the ___ of one’s head
★ Over the ___ (OTT)

★ To come out on ___
★ ___ banana
★ ___-notch
★ To rise to the ___
★ To stay on ___ of sth

2. Complete the sentences with your own ideas and then compare with your partner.

1. _______________is never at the top of my agenda.

2. _______________ was always at the top of their game when I was in high

school (Name an old classmate).

3. _______________ ‘s ideas are always over the top (Name a friend, a relative, a

politician etc.)

4. I always come out on top in _______________.

5. O� the top of my head I can easily list the names of _______________.

6. Rising to the top in my line of work requires _______________

and_______________.

7. To become a top banana in any company you have to be _______________,

_______________ and _______________.

8. To keep myself in top form I_______________ and _______________.

9. Top notch students should receive _______________ for their e�ort.

10. To stay on top of my bills I _______________.
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3. Complete the questions with the missing words and answer them in pairs. You have been
given the �rst letter of each word to make sure you stay on top of things ;)

1. When was the last time you were at the top of your g_____?

2. What is the best way to always be in top f_____?

3. Can you list the capital cities of at least 10 European countries o� the top of your

h_____?

4. Do you think massive birthday parties for toddlers are o_____ the top these

days?

5. Do you know anyone who is a poor loser and always has to c_____ out on top?

6. What are the three best qualities of one of the top b_____ in your company?

7. Can you give an example of a top-n_____ restaurant in your city?

8. Give 3 examples of people who were able to r_____ to the top of their

professions?

9. What's the best way to stay on t_____ of your employees if you want your

business to run smoothly?

10. What's always at the top of your a_____ at the beginning of the week?

The end… at last ;)
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